The Natural Choice for Natural Slate
specialist slate suppliers

10
Premium quality
roofing slate
Calidad 10 Spanish roofing slate is ideal for residential
properties, supermarkets and commercial properties, and is
suitable for the English, Welsh and Scottish markets.
Calidad 10 slate has a smooth, slightly textured appearance
and is free of visible pyrite, creating an aesthetically more
pleasing finished roof covering. This roofing slate, which is
blue grey in colour is very easy to grade and lay on the roof
and is sourced directly from the slate quarry, which is
located in the Galicia region of northern Spain.
JRC Specialist Slate Suppliers are the sole UK supplier of
Calidad 10 which gives us increased availability and control,
and it comes with a quarry backed guarantee.
This roofing slate is flat and even meaning there is less
sorting and grading required which will means less work
(and therefore time) for the roofer. This slate is available in a
wide range of sizes and grades.
This roofing slate complies with all relevant British and
European standard BS EN 12326 and the test results show
that this slate is A1, T1 and S1.
From Northern Spain
Available in
Premium, Heavy, Heavy Rustic &
Heavy Rustic Thin
Sole supplier in the UK
Grey
Comes in sizes
50×25, 50×37, 40×25 & 40×37,
60×30 & 60×45, 50×30, 35×20,
46×30, 40x22x 35×30, 35×25
No visible pyrite
Slate split by hand
Also available in 1A grade

Water Absorption

W1

Non Carbonate Carbon Content

In accordance < 1%

Mechanical Resistance Characteristics (MoR)

Transversal 44 N/mm2 / Longitudinal 58N/mm2

Calcium Carbonate Content

Complies < 1%

Dimensional Tolerances

Complies

Thermal Cycle

T1

Exposure SO2

S1

External Fire Performance

Deemed to satisfy A1

Reaction to Fire

Deemed to satisfy A1

Release of Dangerous Substances

None

Use as roofing or external cladding

Yes

the natural choice for natural slate

